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Strong tough hydrogels via the synergy of 
freeze-casting and salting out

Mutian Hua1,4, Shuwang Wu1,2,4, Yanfei Ma1, Yusen Zhao1, Zilin Chen1, Imri Frenkel1, 
Joseph Strzalka3, Hua Zhou3, Xinyuan Zhu2 & Ximin He1 ✉

Natural load-bearing materials such as tendons have a high water content of about  
70 per cent but are still strong and tough, even when used for over one million cycles 
per year, owing to the hierarchical assembly of anisotropic structures across multiple 
length scales1. Synthetic hydrogels have been created using methods such as 
electro-spinning2, extrusion3, compositing4,5, freeze-casting6,7, self-assembly8 and 
mechanical stretching9,10 for improved mechanical performance. However, in 
contrast to tendons, many hydrogels with the same high water content do not show 
high strength, toughness or fatigue resistance. Here we present a strategy to produce 
a multi-length-scale hierarchical hydrogel architecture using a freezing-assisted 
salting-out treatment. The produced poly(vinyl alcohol) hydrogels are highly 
anisotropic, comprising micrometre-scale honeycomb-like pore walls, which in turn 
comprise interconnected nanofibril meshes. These hydrogels have a water content of 
70–95 per cent and properties that compare favourably to those of other tough 
hydrogels and even natural tendons; for example, an ultimate stress of 23.5 ± 2.7 
megapascals, strain levels of 2,900 ± 450 per cent, toughness of 210 ± 13 megajoules 
per cubic metre, fracture energy of 170 ± 8 kilojoules per square metre and a fatigue 
threshold of 10.5 ± 1.3 kilojoules per square metre. The presented strategy is 
generalizable to other polymers, and could expand the applicability of structural 
hydrogels to conditions involving more demanding mechanical loading.

Wood is light and strong; nacres are hard and resilient; muscles 
and tendons are soft and tough. These natural materials show a 
combination of normally contradicting mechanical properties, 
which is attributed to their hierarchical structures across multiple 
length scales11. Compared with natural load-bearing materials, con-
ventional hydrogels with loose crosslinking, low solid content and 
homogeneous structure are relatively weak and fragile for handling 
real-world applications, which often demand long service periods, 
high load or impact tolerance, and large deformation. Tremendous 
improvements have been made to strengthen and toughen hydrogels 
by introducing mechanisms for energy dissipation during loading, 
such as by forming a double network12,13, having dual crosslinking14,15, 
self-assembly8, inducing hydrophobic aggregation16 and creating 
nano-crystalline domains17,18. These methods primarily focus on 
composition and molecular engineering, involving limited structural 
changes within a narrow length scale (molecular or nanoscale) and 
relatively simple structures compared to their complex structured 
natural counterparts.

Other advances take structural engineering approaches by creat-
ing anisotropic structures in hydrogels through freeze-casting6,7, 
mechanical stretching9,10,18,19 and compositing4,5. For example, direc-
tional freezing, or ice-templating, is widely used owing to its generic 
applicability to various polymers7. However, ice-templated hydrogels 

with micro-alignment have shown mechanical performance compara-
ble to, or lower than, that of homogeneous tough hydrogels made by 
molecular engineering methods. Mechanical stretching has also been 
used to create anisotropic micro/nanostructures9,10,18,19. Alternatively, 
instead of in situ creating anisotropic structures within the hydrogel 
by ice-templating and mechanical stretching, compositing methods 
by addition of alien micro/nanoscale fibre reinforcements into hydro-
gel has also been explored5,20–22. The mechanically trained hydrogels 
and hydrogel composites have considerably improved strength and 
fracture toughness over homogeneous tough hydrogels, but also have 
limited stretchability or water content. These structural engineering 
approaches focus on optimizing the micro/nanostructures of exist-
ing hydrogels, yet it remains challenging to create simultaneously 
strong, tough, stretchable and fatigue-resistant hydrogels with more 
elaborate hierarchical structures across broader length scales, such 
as those observed in natural materials23,24, while using a generic and 
facile approach.

Recently, an anisotropic composite of modulus-contrasting fibres 
and a matrix of similar composition has shown effectiveness for main-
taining stretchability while improving strength, fracture toughness and 
fatigue resistance4,25. Therefore, forming a hierarchically anisotropic 
single-composition hydrogel containing strong and stretchable fibres 
of the same composition would be promising for making water-laden 
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hydrogels with simultaneously high strength, toughness, stretchability 
and fatigue threshold.

The alteration of polymer aggregation states could be realized by 
the simple addition of specific ions26; this is known as the Hofmeister 
effect27, in which different ions have distinct abilities to precipitate 
polymers. With the aid of specific ions, modulus-contrasting structures 
could be formed from the same polymer composition. Meanwhile, 
directional freezing could endow hydrogels with anisotropic struc-
tures at the larger (micrometre–millimetre) scales while promoting 
molecular concentration. Herein, we propose to make hydrogels using 
a combination of molecular and structural engineering approaches. 
By combining directional freeze-casting and a subsequent salting-out 
treatment, which synergistically create hydrogel structures on different 
length scales across the millimetre scale to the molecular level (Fig. 1), 
we have constructed strong, tough, stretchable and fatigue-resistant 
hydrogels with hierarchical and anisotropic structures (denoted as 
HA-PVA/gelatin/alginate hydrogels).

Formation of hierarchical structures
Using poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) as a model system, a PVA solution was first 
directionally frozen and then directly immersed in a kosmotropic salt 
solution (Fig. 1a). A honeycomb-like micro-network with aligned pore 
walls was created during the directional freezing process (Fig. 1a, b)6,7.  
Importantly, the concentration and closer packing of polymer dur-
ing freezing prepared the polymer chains for subsequent strong 

aggregation and crystallization induced by salting out. For the choice 
of kosmotropic ions we tested various species, obtaining a broad tun-
able range of gel microstructures and mechanical properties. Of those, 
sodium citrate showed the best salting-out ability and produced PVA 
hydrogel with the highest modulus (Supplementary Fig. 3). Under the 
influence of kosmotropic ions, the preconcentrated PVA chains strongly 
self-coalesced and phase-separated from the original homogeneous 
phase, which in turn formed the mesh-like nanofibril network on the 
surface of the micrometre-scale aligned pore walls28 (Fig. 1d–f). The 
phase separation of PVA evolved over time until the elaborate struc-
ture and crystallinity developed and matured (Fig. 2c–e, Supplemen-
tary Fig. 4), and the non-phase-separated portion of PVA remained 
in between the nanofibrils as a continuous membrane that filled the 
nanofibril network (Fig. 1e).

Mechanistically, directional freezing concentrated PVA to form the 
aligned pore walls and increased the local concentration of PVA to 
higher values than the nominal concentration, whereas salting out 
strongly induced the aggregation and crystallization of PVA by phase 
separation to form the nanofibrils. To understand the synergistic effects 
of freezing and salting out in this combined method, we designed a 
series of gel preparation methods with one or several factors omit-
ted for direct comparisons (Fig. 3, Extended Data Fig. 1). As control 
samples, the PVA hydrogels prepared by directional freezing alone 
(Fig. 3c, Extended Data Fig. 2a) or salting out alone (Extended Data 
Fig. 1f, Extended Data Fig. 2b) showed strength, toughness and stretch-
ability that were all lower than those of HA-PVA hydrogels (Fig. 3a, 
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and aggregation during the freezing-assisted salting-out fabrication process. 
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5 mm. c–e, SEM images showing the microstructure (c) and nanostructure  
(d, e) of the HA-5PVA hydrogel. Scale bars, 50 μm (c); 1 μm (d); 500 nm (e).  
f, Molecular illustration of polymer chains aggregated into nanofibrils.
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Extended Data Fig. 2). Structure-wise, the directionally frozen PVA 
hydrogel without the subsequent salting out showed only aligned pore 
walls, without the mesh-like nanofibrils (Fig. 3c, Supplementary Fig. 5), 
which suggested weak aggregation of polymer chains in the absence 
of salting-out treatment. On the other hand, directly salting out the 
PVA without prior freezing did not yield a bulk hydrogel, and instead 
formed loosely and randomly entangled fibrils (Extended Data Fig. 1f), 
which suggested that pre-freezing the PVA solution provided the nec-
essary confinement and preconcentration of PVA chains for effective 
phase separation during the subsequent salting out to form a strong 

bulk material. In short, such a freezing-assisted salting-out method 
presents a unique synergy that seamlessly integrates the advantages 
of the two techniques to boost the effect of aggregation, and is crucial 
for achieving simultaneously high strength, toughness, stretchability 
and structural hierarchy in the HA-PVA hydrogels.

Strengthening while toughening
The HA-PVA hydrogels showed distinct mechanical properties in the 
parallel and perpendicular direction relative to the alignment direction 
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Fig. 2 | Mechanical properties and structural evolution of HA-PVA 
hydrogel. a, Tensile stress–strain curve of HA-5PVA hydrogel in the parallel (‖) 
and perpendicular (⊥) directions relative to the alignment direction. The image 
on the right shows the fibrotic fracture of the HA-5PVA‖ hydrogel. b, Tensile 
loading of a HA-5PVA‖ hydrogel with a pre-made crack. ε, strain. c, Confocal 
images showing the microstructures of HA-5PVA‖ hydrogels after different 
periods of salting out in 1.5 M sodium citrate. Scale bar, 50 μm. d, SEM images 
showing the evolution of the nanofibril network within the microstructure 
during the salting-out process. Scale bar, 5 μm. The insets show the 

corresponding SAXS patterns of freeze-dried HA-5PVA‖ hydrogel; scale bar, 
0.01 Å−1. e, Wide-angle X-ray scattering (WAXS) patterns of HA-5PVA‖ hydrogel 
(top) compared with a PVA hydrogel of the same polymer content prepared by 
repeated freeze–thaw cycles (bottom) and the corresponding integrated 
scattering intensity with scattering vector q with q = 0.5–3 Å−1. The peak at 
q = 1.35 Å−1 corresponds to the crystalline peak around a diffraction angle of 
2ϴ = 18° obtained using 8-keV X-ray diffraction. Scale bar, 0.5 Å−1; a.u., arbitrary 
units. f, Stress–strain curve of HA-5PVA‖ hydrogels after different periods of salting 
out in 1.5 M sodium citrate. g, Toughening mechanisms at each length scale.
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owing to the induced anisotropy (denoted as HA-xPVA for x% PVA 
precursor). Notably, the HA-5PVA hydrogels demonstrated superior 
toughness of 175 ± 9 MJ m−3 upon stretching in the direction parallel to 
the alignment, with an ultrahigh ultimate stress of 11.5 ± 1.4 MPa and 
ultimate strain of 2,900 ± 450% after 24 h of salting out (Fig. 2a). Even 
when stretched in the relatively weaker perpendicular direction, the 
HA-5PVA hydrogel was as tough as previously reported tough hydro-
gels14,16. The HA-5PVA hydrogel showed a gradual failure mode featuring 
stepwise fracture and pull-out of fibres, which are typical for highly 
anisotropic materials (Fig. 2a, right). There was no observable crack 
propagation perpendicular to the stretch direction during tensile load-
ing of the hydrogel (Supplementary Video 1). Even with pre-existing 
cracks, the hydrogel showed a remarkable crack-blunting ability, and 
the initial crack did not advance into the material at high strains, indi-
cating flaw-insensitivity18 (Fig. 2b, Supplementary Video 2).

The unusual combination of high strength and high toughness was 
correlated with three structural aspects at the micrometre, nanometre 
and molecular levels that evolved during synthesis (Fig. 2c–e), which 
integrated multiple strengthening and toughening mechanisms. For 

instance, the densification of aligned micropore walls (Fig. 2c) and 
nanofibrils (Fig. 2d) strengthened the material by increasing the mate-
rial density, and toughened it by increasing the energy dissipation dur-
ing fracture. Additionally, the growing crystallinity during salting out 
(Fig. 2e, Supplementary Fig. 4; 40% crystallinity after 24 h) strengthened 
each nanofibril and improved material elasticity, owing to the crystal-
line domains acting as rigid, high-functionality crosslinkers24, and 
toughened the fibrils by virtue of their ability to delay the fracture of 
individual fibrils by crack-pinning (Fig. 2g)17. In short, the strengthening 
mechanism was mainly structural densification due to hydrogen bonds 
and crystalline domains formation, and the toughening mechanisms 
were pull-out, bridging and energy dissipation by the fibrils (Fig. 2g, 
Supplementary Fig. 6). During the evolution of these structures across 
multiple length scales, the strength, stretchability and toughness of 
the HA-PVA hydrogel increased simultaneously (Fig. 2f).

Structure–property correlation
The three structural aspects at different length scales are intertwined in 
the present material. To identify their roles in the synergistic strength-
ening and toughening, we compared the mechanical performances 
(critical stress σc, critical strain εc and fracture energy Γ) of a series of PVA 
hydrogels with different combinations of those three structural aspects 
(Fig. 3a–c, Extended Data Fig. 1, Supplementary Fig. 7) with a conven-
tional chemically crosslinked PVA hydrogel in which none of these 
structures existed (Extended Data Fig. 1e). Forming only low-density 
crystalline domains (Extended Data Fig. 1d) or aligned pore walls 
(Fig. 3c) by the conventional freeze–thaw method did not show remark-
able enhancement in mechanical performance, whereas the formation 
of nanofibril networks (Fig. 3b) led to a nearly two-orders-of-magnitude 
increase in strength and a four-orders-of-magnitude increase in tough-
ness compared to the baseline. The addition of anisotropic micro-
structure (via directional freezing) further enhanced the strength and 
toughness, but the increase was less pronounced (Fig. 3a). We conclude 
that among the multiple aforementioned mechanisms, which all have 
important roles, the effect of the nanofibril network was particularly 
prominent for simultaneous high strength, toughness and stretch-
ability (Supplementary Information section 3).

The formed nanofibrils were not rigid, but rather stretchable, and 
deformed along with the hydrogel during stretching, as depicted in the 
scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of Fig. 3d. The nanofibrils 
became increasingly aligned after stretching, as indicated by the stretch 
of the small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) pattern perpendicular to the 
loading direction (Fig. 3d). The average nanofibril spacing decreased 
from about 350 nm to about 200 nm (Fig. 3d, Supplementary Fig. 8) 
when the strain increased from 0% to 500%. These stretchable nanofi-
brils strengthen and toughen the hydrogel, in a similar way to rigid-fibre 
reinforcements used in composite hydrogels, yet they are stretchable 
to preserve the stretchability of the hydrogel, which is key to achieving 
high strength, toughness and stretchability4,25 simultaneously. From a 
fracture mechanics perspective (Supplementary Information section 4), 
first, the formation of a continuously connected network facilitates 
the stress transfer between individual fibrils and prevent inter-fibril 
sliding, and thus energy dissipation ahead of a crack tip is not confined 
to the vicinity of the crack tip but rather expands to the entire network 
(Supplementary Fig. 9). Equivalently, the connection of nanofibrils 
via a continuous network extends their length, and longer polymer 
fibres along the stress direction result in higher toughness4. Second, 
the fracture energy of amorphous hydrogel can be calculated as24,29

Γ U N∝ ,f f

where Uf is the energy required to fracture a single polymer chain and Nf 
is the number of polymer chains fractured. Owing to the strong aggrega-
tion and crystalline domains in the nanofibrils, the energy required to 
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fracture the same number of crystalized polymer chains is much higher 
than that needed for non-packed amorphous chains30. The entire bulk 
hydrogel is a continuous micrometre-scale network comprising the 
above strong nanofibril networks, which largely account for its high 
strength, toughness and stretchability.

Tunability and fatigue resistance
We varied the densities of the aligned micropore walls and nanofibrils 
by changing the initial PVA concentration from 2% to 20%, and reached 
ultimate stresses of 23.5 ± 2.7 MPa, 16.1 ± 1.8 MPa and 11.5 ± 1.4 MPa 
and corresponding ultimate strains of 1,400 ± 210%, 1,800 ± 330% and 
2,900 ± 450% after 24 h of salting out (Fig. 4a, Supplementary Fig. 10). 
For hydrogels with sufficient structural density and PVA concentra-
tion above 5%, the ultimate stress increased with PVA concentration, 
whereas the ultimate strain decreased with increasing PVA concentra-
tion, and the overall toughness increased with PVA concentration. The 
fracture energy ranged from 131 ± 6 kJ m−2 to 170 ± 8 kJ m−2 (Extended 
Data Fig. 4b) as the PVA concentration increased from 5 wt% to 20 wt%, 
as measured with a pre-cut crack perpendicular to the fibres. It should 
be noted that crack redirection was observed for the HA-5PVA and 
HA-10PVA hydrogels during the fracture energy measurements (Sup-
plementary Fig. 11), and the substantial blunting of crack size makes 
these hydrogels flaw-insensitive18. Therefore, the measured fracture 
energy becomes related to the sample size. For the same sample size, 
the fracture energy of HA-5PVA was 5 and 65 times higher than those 
of the hydrogel with nanofibrils only (Fig. 3b, Supplementary Video 4) 
and the hydrogel with aligned porous microstructure only (Fig. 3c), 

respectively, where the measured fracture energy is the true material 
property.

We further studied the reversibility and reusability of the HA-PVA 
hydrogels by conducting multiple loading–unloading tests (Fig. 4b, 
Supplementary Fig. 12). Mechanical hysteresis was observed for all 
samples tested (Fig. 4b), which indicated the presence of sacrificial 
bonds (primarily hydrogen bonds here) that broke during deforma-
tion. The maximum stress increased with the number of stretching 
cycles owing to improved alignment induced by stretching10,19. The 
hysteresis area did not show obvious decrease over ten cycles, which 
indicated that the sacrificial hydrogen bonds responsible for energy 
dissipation were mostly reversible.

Fatigue resistance is another important criterion for structural 
hydrogels, and its limit is usually much lower than the fracture energy. 
To provide an accurate measurement, we used the relatively rigid 
HA-20PVA, in which crack redirection was less likely to occur (Supple-
mentary Video 3, Supplementary Information section 5). The HA-20PVA 
hydrogels showed excellent fatigue resistance with a fatigue threshold 
of 10.5 ± 1.3 kJ m−2 (Fig. 4c, Extended Data Fig. 3), which is eight times 
higher than the highest reported value for existing tough hydrogels17,19. 
No crack propagation or redirection was observed for over 30,000 
cycles with such a high energy release rate (Extended Data Fig. 3b). 
The highly fatigue-resistant HA-PVA hydrogels utilize the crystalline 
domains and networks of fibres as strong barriers to cracks such as 
those in tendons and other robust natural materials.

Overall, the HA-PVA hydrogels showed high ultimate stress and strain 
that well surpassed the values seen in many reported tough hydro-
gels (Fig. 4d), with an overall toughness increased by 4 to 103 times 
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(Fig. 4e). The HA-PVA hydrogels demonstrated excellent toughness of 
175 ± 9 MJ m−3 to 210 ± 13 MJ m−3 in the absence of flaws, as the direct result 
of their combination of high strength and high ductility (Fig. 4e). At a 
water content of over 70% in these hydrogels (Extended Data Fig. 4a), 
these toughness values are well above those of water-free polymers such 
as polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)31, Kevlar and synthetic rubber32, even 
surpassing the toughness of natural tendon1 and spider silk33 (Fig. 4f).

Generality and customizability
Using the freezing-assisted salting-out strategy, we also fabricated gela-
tin and alginate hydrogels with enhanced mechanical properties. Regu-
lar 2% gelatin hydrogels are weak and fragile, whereas the HA-2gelatin 
hydrogel could be stretched to 4 MPa and 550% strain, which led to an 
over 1,000-fold increase in toughness (from 0.0075 ± 0.0006 MJ m−3 
to 11.9 ± 1.7 MJ m−3) (Fig. 4g). Likewise, HA-5alginate, which is a pure 
alginate hydrogel without calcium crosslinking, showed an ultimate 
strength of 1.1 ± 0.2 MPa and an over-20-fold increase in toughness 
compared to calcium-crosslinked alginate hydrogel (Extended Data 
Fig. 5). Building upon the combination of high strength, stretchability 
and fatigue resistance of these HA-PVA hydrogels, we demonstrated the 
facile customizability of additional properties (for example, electrical 
conductivity) for their application in other fields. Here, by infiltrat-
ing the HA-PVA hydrogel with a conducting polymer (for example, 
poly-pyrrole; PPy), the hydrogel was functionalized to have electrical 
conductivity, without affecting its strength nor toughness (Fig. 4h, 
Supplementary Fig. 13).

Conclusion
In this study, we developed hierarchically structured hydrogels that 
combine high strength, toughness, stretchability and fatigue resist-
ance, using a freezing-assisted salting-out treatment. Considering that 
the Hofmeister effect exists for various polymers and solvent systems, 
we are convinced that the presented strategy is not restricted to the 
systems presented here. We foresee that with the help of the presented 
strategy, originally weak hydrogels could be applied in the medical, 
robotics, energy and additive manufacturing fields.
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Methods

Preparation of PVA solution
2 wt%, 5 wt%, 10 wt% and 20 wt% PVA solutions were prepared by dis-
solving PVA powder in deionized water under vigorous stirring and 
heating (70 °C). After degassing by sonication for 1 h, a clear solution 
was obtained.

Preparation of salt solution
A 1.5 M sodium citrate solution was prepared by dissolving anhydrous 
sodium citrate powder in deionized water. After sonication for 10 min, 
a clear solution was obtained.

Fabrication of hydrogel
An ethanol bath at −80 °C was used as the immersion bath for ice- 
templating. The temperature was maintained using an EYELA-PSL1810 
constant-temperature bath. For a typical fabrication of the hierarchi-
cally aligned PVA hydrogels, 2–20% PVA aqueous precursor is poured 
into an acrylic container with peripheral thermal insulation and a glass 
bottom for good thermal conduction. The container is lowered into 
the ethanol bath at an immersion rate of 1 mm min−1. The directionally 
frozen PVA solution is then immersed into a 1.5 M sodium salt solution 
for gelation for up to 4 days.

Tensile testing
The hydrogels were cut into dog-bone-shaped specimens with a 
gauge width of 2 mm for regular tensile testing. The thickness of the 
individual specimens was measured with a calliper and was typically 
around 2 mm. The HA-xPVA‖ specimens had a microstructure parallel 
to the loading direction and the HA-xPVA⊥ specimens had a microstruc-
ture perpendicular to the loading direction. The force–displacement  
data were obtained using a Cellscale Univert mechanical tester 
equipped with 50-N and 200-N loading cells. The stress–strain curves 
were obtained by dividing the measured force by the initial gauge 
cross-section area and dividing the measured displacement by the 
initial clamp distance. Five hydrogel specimens were tested for each 
condition.

Pure shear tests
The hydrogels were cut into rectangular specimens with a height of 
40 mm and a width of 20 mm for the fracture tests. The thickness of 
individual specimens was measured with a calliper. An initial clamp 
distance of 1 mm or 2 mm was used for every pair of specimens. All 
specimens had microstructure alignment parallel to the height direc-
tion. For pure shear tests, two identical samples (one notched, one 
unnotched) were loaded under the sample setup as a pair to obtain one 
fracture energy value12. Briefly, for the notched samples, an initial 
8-mm-long straight cut was made from the middle of the long edge 
towards the centre of the hydrogel, and the specimen was loaded at a 
strain rate of 10% s−1. The critical strain (εc) for unstable propagation 
of the crack was obtained from the strain at maximum stress. The pair-
ing unnotched specimens were subsequently loaded until ε = εc. The 
fracture energy value was obtained by multiplying the area under the 
stress–strain curve of the unnotched specimens with the initial clamp 
distance (H) as ∫Γ H σ ε= d .

ε

0
c

Fatigue tests
To examine the fatigue resistance of our hydrogel, we adopted the 
single-notch method34. Fatigue testing was performed in a water bath 
to prevent dehydration of the hydrogel. Cyclic tensile tests were con-
ducted using notched samples with initial crack length (c0) smaller than 
1/5 of the width (L0) of the sample. The sample width L0 was much smaller 
than the sample height H0. The cyclic force–displacement curves were 
obtained using a Cellscale Univert mechanical tester. A digital camera 
was used to monitor the crack propagation of the hydrogel. All stretch 

cycles were conducted continuously without a relaxation time. The 
energy release rate (G) was obtained using

G kcW= 2 ,

where k is a function that varies with strain, which was empirically 
determined to be k ε= 3/ + 1, c is the crack length and W is the strain 
energy density of an unnotched sample with the same dimensions and 
stretched to the same strain ε. It should be noted that when repeatedly 
stretching to high strains, the stress–strain curve slowly deviates from 
the initial loading–unloading curve as a result of plastic deformation, 
and W is integrated from the loading part, where the loading–unload-
ing curves become stable.

SEM characterization
For characterization of the micro- and nanostructure of the hierarchi-
cally aligned hydrogels, all hydrogel samples were immersed in deion-
ized water for 24 h before freeze-drying using a Labconco FreeZone 
freeze-dryer. The freeze-dried hydrogels were cut along the aligned 
direction to expose their interior and sputtered with gold before car-
rying out imaging using a ZEISS Supra 40VP SEM.

Confocal characterization
Confocal microscopy was carried out using a Leica DMi8 confocal 
microscope. 0.1 wt% fluorescein sodium salt was added to the PVA 
precursor as a fluorescent marker, and florescent HA-PVA hydrogels 
were made with the same fabrication procedures as regular HA-PVA 
hydrogels. The 488-nm laser channel was used to excite the fluorescent 
marker. The hydrogel was assigned a green pseudo-colour.

X-ray scattering characterization
The HA-PVA hydrogels were cut into 1 × 4 cm2 rectangles and washed 
with deionized water before testing. The beamline station used was 
APS 8-ID-E (Argonne National Laboratory), which is equipped with the 
Pilatus 1M detector. A customized linear stretcher was used to hold the 
samples and stretch on demand for in situ X-ray scattering measure-
ments. The MATLAB toolbox GIXSGUI was used for further editing and 
analysis of the scattering patterns35.

Water content measurement
We measured the water content of the HA-PVA hydrogels by comparing 
their weights before and after freeze-drying. Excess surface water was 
wiped from the hydrogel surface and the hydrogel specimens were 
instantly frozen using liquid nitrogen, followed by freeze-drying. The 
weight before (mw) and after (md) freeze-drying was measured with a 
balance. The water content was obtained as [(mw − md)/mw] × 100%.

Crystallinity content measurement
Before freeze-drying the hydrogels for differential scanning calorim-
etry (DSC) measurements, we first used excess chemical crosslinks 
induced by glutaraldehyde to fix the amorphous PVA polymer chains 
in order to minimize further formation of crystalline domains during 
the drying process following ref. 19. The water content of the hydrogel, 
fwater, was obtained by comparing the weight before and after 
freeze-drying. In a typical DSC measurement, we first measured the 
total mass of the freeze-dried sample, m. The sample was subsequently 
placed in a Tzero pan and heated up from 50 °C to 250 °C at a rate of 
20 °C min−1 under a nitrogen atmosphere with a flow rate of 30 ml min−1. 
The curve of the heat flow shows another narrow peak ranging from 
200 °C to 250 °C, which corresponds to the melting of the crystalline 
domains. The integration of the endothermic transition from 200 °C 
to 250 °C gives the enthalpy for the melting of the crystalline domains 
per unit mass of the dry samples. Therefore, the mass of the crystalline 
domains mcrystalline can be calculated as m mH H= /crystalline crystalline crystalline

0 , 
where H = 138.6 J gcrystalline

0 −1  is the enthalpy of the fusion of 100 wt% 



crystalline PVA measured at the equilibrium melting point, T m
0  (ref. 36). 

Therefore, the crystallinity in the dry sample, Xdry, can be calculated as 
Xdry = mcrystalline /m. With the measured water content from freeze-drying, 
the crystallinity in the swollen state can be calculated as Xswollen =  
Xdry(1 − fwater).

Data availability
The data that support the findings of this study are available from the 
corresponding author on reasonable request.
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Extended Data Fig. 1 | Micro- and nanostructures and stress–strain curves 
of PVA hydrogels fabricated by different methods and their corresponding 
fracture energies and critical strains. a, ‘DF + Salting out’ denotes a hydrogel 
prepared by directional freezing of a 5% PVA solution and salting out in 1.5 M 
sodium citrate solution for 24 h. b, ‘F + Salting out’ represents a hydrogel 
prepared by non-directional freezing of a 5% PVA solution in the fridge and 
salting out in 1.5 M sodium citrate solution for 24 h. c, ‘DFT-3 cycle’ denotes a 
hydrogel prepared by directional freezing and thawing of a 5% PVA solution for 

three cycles. d, ‘FT-3 cycle’ indicates a hydrogel prepared by non-directional 
freezing in the fridge and thawing of a 5% PVA solution for three cycles.  
e, ‘Chemical Crosslinking’ represents a hydrogel prepared by mixing 0.5% 
glutaraldehyde and 0.5% hydrochloric acid into a 5% PVA solution for gelation. 
f, Salting out resulted in non-gelation. Only weak globules of loose and random 
nanofibrils were made by directly adding a 1.5 M sodium citrate solution into a 
5% PVA solution. Panels a–c are the same as Fig. 3a–c.



Extended Data Fig. 2 | Mechanical properties of HA-PVA hydrogel 
compared to those of PVA hydrogels prepared by ice-templating alone or 
salting out alone. a, b, The HA-PVA hydrogels are shown as red stars, and black 

squares correspond to the ice-templated PVA hydrogels (a) and the salting out 
PVA hydrogels (b). The data used are summarized in Supplementary Tables 1, 2.
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Extended Data Fig. 3 | Fatigue test of HA-20PVA hydrogels. a, Fatigue 
threshold of HA-20PVA. When loading above the threshold energy release rate 
(ε = 400%), the crack propagates slowly. N, number of cycles. b, Validation of 

fatigue threshold with an energy release rate slightly lower than the fatigue 
threshold. No crack propagation or failure was observed for 30,000 loading 
cycles.



Extended Data Fig. 4 | Water content and fracture energy of the HA-PVA 
hydrogels. a, Water content of HA-xPVA hydrogels for x = 2, 5, 10 and 20. The 
error bars (1 s.d. from five measured samples) were obtained from five 
measured samples with standard deviations of 1.72%, 2.29%, 2.69% and 2.43% 

for x = 2, 5, 10 and 20, respectively. b, Fracture energy of HA-xPVA hydrogels, 
x = 2, 5, 10 and 20, measured by pure shear tests. The error bars (1 s.d. from five 
measured samples) were obtained from five measured samples with standard 
deviations of 0.16, 4.83, 5.44 and 5.62 kJ m−2 for x = 2, 5, 10 and 20, respectively.
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Extended Data Fig. 5 | HA-alginate hydrogels compared with calcium-alginate hydrogels. a, Photograph of HA-5alginate hydrogel. b, Tensile stress–strain 
curve of a HA-5alginate hydrogel compared to that of a regular calcium-alginate hydrogel. Scale bar, 5 mm.
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